Huawei Twitter and Facebook July 7 – 9

Huawei USA®

Cloud computing is a key element in enterprise IT strategy and fuels the deployment of AI and IoT. See how HuaweiCloud can create value for businesses around the world. [link]

Huawei USA®

Huawei's 2019 Sustainability Report highlights our commitment to CSD in the areas of sustainability management, digital inclusion, security & trustworthiness, environmental protection, and a healthy & harmonious ecosystem. Read the official press release. [link]

Huawei USA®

With 25 years' experience, Huawei Senior VP & Director of the Board Catherine Chen knows as much as any #WomenInTech about achieving success through hard work. Want to hear her story? Watch this video and stay tuned for further insights into her fascinating journey. [link]

Huawei USA®

Huawei's Watch GT 2e offers 100 workout modes. Don't forget to track your yoga session with it!

Huawei USA®

#HuaweiWatchGT2e

100 workout modes

Yoga
Device Q&A with Tim Danks
VP Risk Management & Partner Relations at Huawei Technologies, Huawei USA
Tuesday, July 7 at 7:00 p.m. ET
#TechTuesday Q&A

Have questions? @TimDanks has answered! His TechTuesday session starts now. #AskHuaweiUSA

HUAWEI Facts:
@huawei.com

Senior VP & Director of the Board Catherine Chen has a special wish for Huawei in the second half of 2020. She also has encouraging words for the many young & aspiring WomenInTech. Watch HERstory to find out what they are & who her mystery guest is. #WomenInTech #HERstory

A talk with Catherine Chen
WOMEN IN TECH PART 2

HuaweiUSA @huaweiUSA · Jul 7

TechTuesday Q: What is the main difference between the P30 Pro and the P40 Pro? #AskHuaweiUSA

Show this thread
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HuaweiUSA @huaweiUSA · Jul 7

Show this thread
a.

- Straw this thread
- What is, in your opinion, a feature Huawei phones have that set them apart from competing options? #AskHuaweiUSA

- Show this thread
- I've seen YouTube videos showing how I can install Play Store or Google services on my Huawei device – will this harm my device? Will it even work? #AskHuaweiUSA

- Show this thread
- We're hearing a lot about the P40 Pro 5G – what benefits does the 5G capability give the user now? #AskHuaweiUSA

- Show this thread
- Can I update my device considering the Huawei Ban? #AskHuaweiUSA
Can you tell us anything about the next line of Huawei phones? Will there be a new Mate edition in the fall considering setbacks following the pandemic? #HuaweiUSA

Huawei USA says its phones get smarter as the age - what does that mean? #HuaweiUSA

What inspired the design of the P40 series? #HuaweiUSA

Huawei USA consumer support. #HuaweiUSA

Are you considering offer more support to users in the USA that bought flagship Huawei Devices? There are many people that bought flagship Huawei Devices but services like VoLTE are not working. #HuaweiUSA
Women are playing a key role in fighting the pandemic. What makes them great leaders? How can tech companies help women step up? #Huawei Senior VP & Director of the Board Catherine Chen shares #WomenInTech #WomenEmpowerment #WhoAreYou.

The pandemic has greatly impacted our lives and the global economy. See how #5G can help companies boost productivity and move beyond this challenging time. tinyurl.com/abfava

On #MathDay, we raise awareness for the importance of math and technology, and encourage girls to pursue a future in #STEM education. See how Keila is able to get involved in #STEM through @IGNITEworldwide.
HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA Jul 8
Watch how Huawei’s #P40Pro and #WatchGT2e help @inspiraofficial stay productive. #StayConnected.

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA - Jul 8
Huawei hopes to connect 100 primary schools in South Africa to bring new opportunities to more than 50,000 kids. #TECHMALL @Kareliu_Huawei tinyurl.com/5oggphy.

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA - Jul 8
Growth-oriented policies are needed to ensure benefits of #5G are available to everyone. If you missed the webinar with Huawei’s @mohamedmahmoud, Bruce W. McConnell of @tewinstitute & @4wardPhamaUSA don’t worry, you can stream it here. tinyurl.com/jackklyr#ConnectTheFuture.

Tim Danks Huawei USA
1:36 144 likes
I have the potential to drive economic growth.
Huawei Releases 2019 Sustainability Report

Supporting Network Stability and Jointly Building a Better and Sustainable Future

Huawei's 2019 Sustainability Report highlights our commitment to CSD in the areas of sustainability management, digital inclusion, security & trustworthiness, environmental protection, and a healthy & harmonious ecosystem. Read the official press release:
https://tinyurl.com/y89oby65
Huawei believes technology is for all. Watch to see how we’re using it to protect our planet, safeguard your privacy & build a better future for Earth and all its inhabitants. Download our new 2019 Sustainability Report for more details: https://tinyurl.com/yarl4fnw #HuaweiNow

With 25 years’ experience, Huawei Senior VP & Director of the Board Catherine Chen knows as much as any #WomenInTech about achieving success through hard work. Want to hear HERstory? Watch this video and stay tuned for further insights into her fascinating journey. #WhoAreWe

America needs connectivity more than ever and the rural community should not be overlooked.

RURAL BROADBAND COVERAGE GAPS DON’T KEEP AMERICA CONNECTED

42 million Americans lack access to broadband, with many located in regions with a higher rural population. Greater access to broadband connectivity can improve:

- Job Opportunities
- More Efficient Farming
- Education

Source: Broadband Now
Senior VP & Director of the Board Catherine Chen has a special wish for #Huawei in the second half of 2020. She also has encouraging words for the many young & aspiring #WomenInTech. Watch #HERStory to find out what they are & who her mystery guest is. #WomenEmpowerment #WhoAreWe

If the US government stopped bullying Huawei

Discover how we create our vibrant and mesmerising wallpapers with behind the scenes access below.

HUAWEI P40 Series 5G
Visionary Photography

#DYK Huawei has never been involved in a serious cybersecurity incident? #FactsMatter #TellTheTruthDay
https://tinyurl.com/y9q2kqwd
Women are playing a key role in fighting the pandemic. What makes them great leaders? How can tech companies help women to step up? #Huawei Senior VP & Director of the Board Catherine Chen meets Xingyue to share #HERStory. #WomenInTech #WomenEmpowerment #WhoAreWe

And we tend to be more empathetic.

On #Math20Day, we celebrate the coming together of technology and math. Thank you to organizations like Ignite Worldwide - Inspiring Girls Now in Technology Evolution that are making it possible for girls across the US to get involved in these fields.

As a woman, it's really important for you to

Make your dreams real with the #MatePadPro5G.  
http://bit.ly/HWMatePadPro5G
Policy is the key to 5G deployments. Want to learn why? Check out a conversation between Huawei’s Mohamed Madkour, East West Institute’s Bruce McConnell and Anand Prasad of wenovator.
https://tinyurl.com/yaok8yfz

Huawei Deputy Chairman #KenHu explores the hidden complexity of what causes exclusion in education equality.
https://tinyurl.com/ycghv2jv

By 2030, the productivity boost that #5G offers to the UK is worth £150bn (~$185bn USD). #FactsMatter https://tinyurl.com/yabf0vra
What makes Expert Reviews call Huawei's #MateBookXPro "a mighty fine laptop"? Read on to learn more. https://tinyurl.com/y948mg5w

Huawei's goal is to connect 100 primary schools in South Africa with e-learning capabilities, which would help 50,000 students. https://tinyurl.com/y7qyg58y